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Abstract. Latest scientific and engineering advances have started to recognize the need of defining multiple
types of uncertainty. Probabilistic modeling cannot handle situations with incomplete or little information on
which to evaluate a probability, or when that information is nonspecific, ambiguous, or conflicting [46, 11, 43].
Many interval-based models of uncertainty have been developed to treat such situations.

This paper presents an interval approach for the treatment of parameter uncertainty for linear static
problems of mechanics. Uncertain parameters are introduced in the form of unknown but bounded quantities
(intervals). Interval analysis is applied to Finite Element Method to analyze the system response due to
uncertain stiffness and loading. To avoid overestimation, the formulation is based on an element-by-element
(EBE) technique. Element matrices are formulated, based on the physics of materials, and the Lagrange
multiplier method is applied to impose the necessary constraints for compatibility and equilibrium. Earlier
EBE formulation provided sharp bounds only on displacements [29]. Based on the developed formulation,
the bounds on the system’s displacement and forces are obtained simultaneously and have the same level
of accuracy. Very sharp enclosures for the exact system responses are obtained. A number of numerical
examples are introduced and scalability is illustrated.

1. Introduction

An important issue faced by real life engineering practice is how to deal with variables and
parameters of uncertain values. For a proper performance assessment, these uncertainties
must be accounted for appropriately. There are various ways in which the types of uncer-
tainty might be classified. One is distinguish between “aleatory” (or stochastic) uncertainty
and “epistemic” uncertainty. The first refers to underlying, intrinsic variabilities of physical
quantities and the latter refers to uncertainty which might be reduced with additional data
or information, or better modeling and better parameter estimation [23]. Probability theory
is the traditional approach to handle uncertainty. This approach requires sufficient statistical
data to justify the assumed statistical distributions. Analysts agree that, given sufficient
statistical data, the probability theory describes the stochastic uncertainty well. However,
probabilistic modeling cannot handle situations with incomplete or little information on
which to evaluate a probability, or when that information is nonspecific, ambiguous, or
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conflicting [46, 11, 43]. Many generalized models of uncertainty have been developed to
treat such situations, which includes imprecise probabilities [46], Dempster-Shafer theory
of evidence [9, 44] and random set [19], fuzzy sets [47], possibility theory [8], probability
bounds [12], convex model [5], and others.

These set-based uncertainty models have a variety of mathematical descriptions, however,
they are all closely connected with interval arithmetic [25]. For example, a fuzzy number
[47] can be viewed as a set of valued intervals with different confidence of given level of
presumptions (α cuts). Thus fuzzy arithmetic can be performed as interval arithmetic on α
cuts. A Dempster-Shafer structure [9, 44] with interval focal elements can be viewed as a set
of intervals with probability mass assignments, where the computation is carried out using
the interval focal sets. Probability bounds analysis [12] is a combination of the methods of
standard interval analysis and probability theory. Uncertain variables are decomposed into
a list of pairs of the form (interval, probability). In this sense, interval arithmetic serves as
the calculation tool for the generalized models of uncertainty.

Recently, various generalized models of uncertainty have been applied to finite element
method (FEM) to solve a partial differential equation with uncertain parameters. Regardless
what model is adopted, the proper interval solution will represent the first requirement for
any further rigorous formulation. Finite element method with interval valued parameters
results in Interval Finite Element Method (IFEM). The numerical solution of IFEM is the
focus of this paper. Different formulations of IFEM have been developed. However, the
used solution techniques can be reduced to two main approaches; optimization-based and
anti-optimization. In the optimization approaches [20, 38, 1, 24], optimization algorithm is
employed to search for the extrema (max/min) of the system response in the interval pa-
rameter domain. This optimization approach often encounters practical difficulties. Firstly
it requires sophisticated optimization algorithm, where the objective function is implicit and
complicated in most structural engineering problems, thus often only approximate solution
is achievable. Secondly, this approach is computationally expensive. For each response quan-
tity, two optimization problems must be solved to find the extreme lower and the extreme
upper bounds. This will be a huge computational effort, especially in the case of practical
engineering problems.

More recently, anti-optimization approaches for the interval finite element analysis have
been developed in a number of works. For linear elastic problems, this approach leads to
a system of linear interval equations, then the solution is sought using interval methods
developed for this purpose. The major difficulty associated with this approach is the so-
called “dependency problem” [26, 34, 17, 29]. The dependency in interval arithmetic leads
to an overestimation of the system response. A straightforward replacement of the system
parameters with interval ones without taking care of the dependency problem is known as
a näıve application of interval arithmetic in finite element method (näıve interval FEM),
and usually such a use results in meaningless wide and even catastrophic results [29].

In the anti-optimization category, a number of developments can be presented. A combi-
natorial approach (based on an exhaustive combination of the extreme values of the interval
parameters) was used in [37]. This approach gives exact solution in linear elastic problems.
However, it is computationally tedious and expensive, and is limited to the solutions of
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small-scale problems only. Convex modeling and superposition approach was proposed to
analyze load uncertainty in [35], and exact solution was obtained. However, the super-
position is only applicable to load uncertainty. Combinatorial approach was used in [14]
to treat interval modulus of elasticity. Chen et al. [6] have developed static displacement
bounds analysis using matrix perturbation theory. The first-order perturbation was used
and second-order term had been neglected. The result is approximate and not guaranteed
to contain the exact bounds. McWilliam [22] proposed two methods for determining the
static displacement bounds of structures with interval parameters. The first method is a
modified version of perturbation analysis. The second method is based on the assumption
that the displacement surface is monotonic. However, for the general case, the validity
of monotonicity is difficult to verify. Dessombz [10] have introduced an interval FEM in
which the interval parameters were factorized during the assemblage process of the stiffness
matrix, then Rump’s iterative algorithm [40] was employed for solving the linear interval
equation. In this work, the overestimation control becomes more difficult with the increase
of the number of the interval parameters, which does not lead to useful results for practical
problems. In the works of Muhanna and Mullen [27], Mullen and Muhanna [30, 31], an
interval-based fuzzy finite element has been developed for treating uncertain loads in static
structural problems. Load dependency was eliminated and the exact solution was obtained.
Also, Muhanna and Mullen [29] have developed an interval finite element method based
on element-by-element technique and Lagrange multiplier. Uncertain modulus of elasticity
was considered. Most sources of overestimation were eliminated, and a sharp result for
displacement was obtained.

In this paper a new formulation for interval finite element analysis of linear elastic
structures will be introduced. Material and load uncertainties are handled simultaneously
and sharp enclosures on the system’s displacement and forces are obtained efficiently. A
brief review of interval arithmetic is presented, the formulation is described, and numerical
examples are given.

2. Short review of interval arithmetic

For simplicity and better clarity, all interval quantities will be introduced in bold face. De-
tailed information about interval arithmetic can be found in series of books and publications
such as [16, 25, 2, 34, 42, 45].

2.1. Basic Definition

An interval number is a closed set in R that includes the possible range of an unknown real
number, where R denotes the set of real numbers. Therefore, a real interval is a set of the
form

x = [x, x] (1)
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where x and x are the lower and upper bounds (endpoints) of the interval number x
respectively. The midpoint x̌ of x is introduced as

x̌ ≡ mid(x) :=
x + x

2
(2)

Sometimes it is convenient to write the interval in the midpoint form

x = x̌(1 + α) (3)

in which α is a 0-midpoint interval. For example, when we say x has 4% uncertainty, it
means α = [−0.02, 0.02], and x = x̌(1 + [−0.02, 0.02]).

The set of real intervals will be denoted by IR. Operations with at least one interval
operand are by definition interval operations. It is easy to see that the set of all possible
results for x ∈ x and y ∈ y forms a closed interval (for 0 not in a denominator interval),
and the endpoints can be calculated by

x ◦ y = [min (xi ◦ yi), max (xi ◦ yi)] for ◦ ∈ {+,−, ·, /} (4)

2.2. Dependency Problem in Interval Arithmetic

The interval-system quality is measured by the width of the interval results, and a sharp
enclosure for the exact solution is desirable. However, the width of results may be unneces-
sarily wide in some occasions due to dependency effect. For example, if the interval function
f(x) = x−x is evaluated with x = [a, b] = [1, 2], the interval subtraction rule (Appendix A)
gives the result: f(x) = [a− b, b− a] = [−1, 1], which is containing the exact solution [0, 0],
but much wider. The interval arithmetic implicitly made the assumption that all intervals
are independent, namely it treats x−x as if evaluating the intervals x−y, and x,y are two
independent interval quantities that happen to have the same bounds. This phenomenon is
referred as overestimation due to “dependency” of the variables [26, 34, 17, 29]. Reducing
the overestimation is a central issue to a successful interval analysis. In general, sharp
results are obtained with the proper understanding of the physical nature of the problem
and reduction of the dependence. In the above example, the exact solution could be achieved
in evaluating x− x as x(1− 1) = 0.

2.3. Interval Vectors and Matrices

An interval matrix A ∈ IRn×k is interpreted as a set of real n×k matrices by the convention
A = {A ∈ Rn×k | Aij ∈ Aij for i = 1, . . . , n; j = 1, . . . , k}. The set of n × k interval
matrices is denoted by IRn×k. An n × 1 interval matrix is an interval vector, denoted
by IRn. Operations on interval matrices are extended naturally from the corresponding
deterministic matrices operations. Algebraic properties of interval matrix operations are
provided in [34, 3, 21].
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2.4. Linear Interval Equations

A linear interval equation with coefficient matrix A ∈ IRn×n and right-hand side b ∈ IRn

is defined as the family of linear equations

Ax = b (A ∈ A, b ∈ b) (5)

Therefore, a linear interval equation represents systems of equations in which the coefficients
are unknown numbers ranging in certain intervals. The solution set of (5) is given by:

Σ(A, b) = {x ∈ Rn | ∃A ∈ A, ∃b ∈ b : Ax = b} (6)

The solution set Σ(A, b) usually is not an interval vector, and does not need even to be
convex; in general, Σ(A, b) has a very complicated structure. In order to guarantee that
the solution set Σ(A, b) is bounded, it is required that the matrix A be regular, i.e. that
every matrix A ∈ A is nonsingular. The hull of the solution set Σ(A, b) is an interval vector
which has the narrowest possible interval components, denoted as

AHb := ♦Σ(A,b) (7)

where
AHb = ♦{A−1b|A ∈ A, b ∈ b} for b ∈ IRn (8)

In fact, computing the hull of the solution set for the general case is NP-Hard problem [39].
The solution of interest is seeking an enclosure, i.e., an interval vector x containing AHb,
while narrow enough to be practically useful:

AHb ⊆ x (9)

A number of methods have been developed to find x for the general linear interval equations
such as Interval Gauss elimination, Interval Gauss-Seidel iteration, Krawczyk’s iteration,
and fixed-point iteration [15, 32, 34, 18, 40, 41]. These algorithms usually involve a precon-
ditioning of the coefficient matrix, and then iterations are performed to get the enclosure.
The present work is using Brouwer’s fixed point theorem and Krawczyk’s operator. This
method has been discussed in the works of [15, 32, 33, 18, 40, 41].

One typical approach to find the solution of a linear system Ax = b, is to transform it
into a fixed point equation g(x) = x, in which

g(x) = x−R(Ax− b) = Rb + (I −RA)x (10)

and R is a nonsingular matrix. From Brouwer’s fixed point theorem, it follows that for some
interval vector x ∈ IRn

Rb + (I −RA)x ∈ x ∀x ∈ x (11)

implies
∃x ∈ x : Ax = b (12)
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To verify condition (11) is a range determination problem, and can be reduced to interval
arithmetic:

Rb + (I −RA)x ⊆ x (13)

If an interval vector x satisfying (13) can be found, then x contains the solution of Ax = b.
The result can be extended to find the enclosure of the solution set of linear interval equation
Ax = b [34, 42]. The following theorem can be presented:

THEOREM 1 (Rump 2001). Let A ∈ IRn×n, R ∈ Rn×n,b,x ∈ IRn be given, if

Rb + (I −RA)x ⊆ int(x) (14)

then R and every matrix A ∈ A is nonsingular, and

Σ(A, b) = {x ∈ Rn | ∃A ∈ A, ∃b ∈ b : Ax = b} ⊆ x (15)

where int(x) denotes the interior of x. Expression (15) provides a guaranteed enclosure to
the solution set of the linear interval equation Ax = b. The residual form of (14) can be
given in the form [34]:

Rb−RAx0 + (I −RA)x∗ ⊆ int(x∗) (16)

where x = x0 + x∗ and x0 is a deterministic vector, in particular, Ǎ−1 is a good choice for
R, and x0 = Rb̌. Assigning z = Rb−RAx0, C = (I −RA), iteration could be constructed
[40] in the following form

x∗n+1 = z + C(εx∗n) (for n = 0, 1, 2, . . .) (17)

and the stopping criteria (16) becomes

x∗n+1 ⊆ int(x∗n) (18)

In Eq. (17) ε is a constant interval number, and it serves as an “inflation parameter” to
enforce finite termination of the algorithm. If the condition (18) is satisfied after n iterations,
then x∗n+1 + x0 is an enclosure of the solution set of Ax = b. The quality (how sharp the
enclosure is) of the enclosure provided in (17) depends mainly on the width of the iterative
matrix C and is crucial for the solution convergence the condition that the spectral radius
ρ(|C|) < 1 [41].

It is noticeable, however, that the above algorithm is designed for the non-parametric
linear interval equations, i.e., the coefficients in the system are assumed to vary indepen-
dently between their bounds. For many engineering problems, the coefficients have complex
dependency relations. For example, the stiffness matrix in FEM is symmetric and positive
definite. To account for the dependency effect, one approach is to adapt the solver for non-
parametric interval equation. This approach usually involves reformulation of the coefficient
matrix and right hand side vector. It has been shown a sharp or even exact enclosure could
be obtained in some cases [28, 29, 10].
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3. Interval finite element analysis

3.1. Overestimation in IFEM

A näıve use of interval arithmetic in FEM (näıve IFEM), i.e., replacing deterministic num-
bers in conventional FEM with interval numbers and solving the system as non-parametric
interval equation will result in meaningless wide results [29, 10]. Let us consider the two step
bar shown in Fig. 1. The structure is subjected to a unit load at node 3. The conventional
FEM gives the equilibrium equations:

Ku = p (19)

or (
k1 + k2 −k2

−k2 k2

) (
u1

u2

)
=

(
0
1

)
(20)

Figure 1. Original two-step bar

If the stiffness terms k1 and k2 are introduced as the interval parameters k1 and k2, and
the interval numbers of [0.99, 1.01] and [1.98, 2.02] are assigned for k1 and k2 respectively,
the näıve IFEM takes the following form:

(
[2.97, 3.03] [−2.02,−1.98]

[−2.02,−1.98] [1.98, 2.02]

) (
u1

u2

)
=

(
0
1

)
(21)

Solving (21) using theorem 1, the value of u1 and u2 are obtained as:

u1 = [0.876, 1.123]

and
u2 = [1.349, 1.651] (22)

On the other hand, the exact solution can be achieved by solving (20) symbolically

u1 =
1
k1

=
1

[0.99, 1.01]
= [0.990, 1.010]

and

u2 =
k1 + k2

k1k2
=

1
k1

+
1
k2

=
1

[0.99, 1.01]
+

1
[1.98, 2.02]

= [1.485, 1.515] (23)
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The above-presented results for the interval solution of a simple two-step bar problem
provide an insight about some aspects of the interval finite element formulation and re-
veal the most important sources of overestimation. The main two factors that lead for
overestimation are the element coupling and multiple occurrences of the interval variables.
The four parametric coefficients k2 in (20) represent the same physical quantity. In the
computational process, interval arithmetic treats this physical quantity as four independent
interval variables of equal endpoints. Evidently, the same physical quantity cannot have two
different values at the same time. It is critical to the formulation of interval finite element
analysis, the way the sources of overestimation are handled.

3.2. Present Formulation

In order to reduce the overestimation in the interval finite element solutions, the issues of
coupling and multiple occurrences of interval variables have to be handled properly.

Figure 2. EBE two-step bar model

In this work, an element-by-element technique (EBE) is used to circumvent the element
coupling problem [29]. The EBE technique can be illustrated by the two-step bar problem
in Fig. 1. The elements are disjointed as shown in Fig. 2, thus the system stiffness matrix
K takes a block-diagonal structure with dimension of a × a, and a = degrees of freedom
per element × number of elements in the structure. EBE approach adds to the number
of degree of freedom (DOF) in the system but avoids the element coupling. The system
stiffness matrix K in EBE approach is singular, and Lagrange multiplier method will be
used to ensure the compatibility conditions and eliminate the singularity of K.

In steady-state analysis, the variational formulation for a deterministic case of a discrete
structural model is given in the following form [13, 4]

Π =
1
2
uT Ku− uT p (24)

with the conditions
∂Π
∂ui

= 0 for all i (25)

where Π,K, u, and p are total potential energy, stiffness matrix, displacement vector, and
load vector respectively. Assume that we want to impose onto the solution the m linearly
independent discrete constraints Cu − t = 0 where C and t contain constants. To impose
constraints by Lagrange multipliers, we premultiply Cu− t by a row vector λ that contains
as many Lagrange multipliers λi as there are constraint equations, and add this to the
potential energy (24) [7]. Thus

Π∗ =
1
2
uT Ku− uT p + λT (Cu− t) (26)
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Invoking the stationarity of Π∗, i.e., ∂Π∗/∂u = 0 and ∂Π∗/∂λ = 0 we obtain
(

K CT

C 0

) (
u
λ

)
=

(
p
t

)
(27)

Considering the compatibility conditions in the present case takes the form Cu = t = 0,
(27) reduces to (

K CT

C 0

) (
u
λ

)
=

(
p
0

)
(28)

Equation (28) stands for the deterministic FEM formulation. In the interval case, where
the material and the load are considered to be interval numbers, the deterministic linear
equation (28) becomes the interval linear equation

(
K CT

C 0

) (
u
λ

)
=

(
p
0

)
(29)

The coefficient matrix in (29) represents the combination of two parts: the interval
element-by-element stiffness matrix K and the constant deterministic Lagrange multipliers
matrix C.

The linear interval equation (29) can be solved by theorem 1. However, theorem 1 is used
with the implicit assumption that the coefficients of A are independent among themselves
and as well as the components of b vary independently. Special treatment has to be applied
to reduce the dependency effect.

For an element with interval parameters of modulus of elasticity E, the interval parameter
could be factorized out from the element stiffness matrix. Consider the ith finite element in
the structure, assume the uncertainty in the modulus of elasticity is αi, i.e., Ei = Ěi(1+αi),
the element stiffness matrix Ki can be expressed in the form Ki = Ǩi(I + di). Ǩi is the
midpoint of Ki, I is identity matrix, and di is an interval diagonal matrix containing the
interval quantity αi. Let us take a truss element for example, its element stiffness matrix
can be written as (

ĚA
L − ĚA

L

− ĚA
L

ĚA
L

) ((
1 0
0 1

)
+

(
α 0
0 α

))
(30)

Later in the formulation, care will be taken of the multiple occurrence of α in (30).
Following the same procedure for each element, the system stiffness matrix K constructed

by EBE model can be expressed as:

K = Ǩ(I + d) (31)

Ǩ is the midpoint of K, and d is an interval diagonal matrix; their submatrices are Ǩi and
di, respectively, i = 1, 2, . . . , m, where m is the number of elements in the structure.

Applying this factorization, the system equation (29) can be written as
((

Ǩ CT

C 0

)
+

(
Ǩd 0
0 0

)) (
u
λ

)
=

(
p
0

)
(32)
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To utilize the theorem 1 in the present formulation, (32) is introduced as

Ax = b (33)

with

A =
((

Ǩ CT

C 0

)
+

(
Ǩd 0
0 0

))
, x =

(
u
λ

)
, b =

(
p
0

)
(34)

A can be decomposed furthermore

A =
(

Ǩ CT

C 0

)
+

(
Ǩ 0
0 0

) (
d 0
0 0

)

A = Ǎ + SD (35)

Using the residual form (16) to construct fixed point iteration (17)

x∗n+1 = z + C(εx∗n) (for n = 0, 1, 2, . . .) (36)

in which z = Rb−RAx0, C = (I −RA), R = Ǎ−1, x0 = Rb̌. By substituting z and C, the
iteration (36) becomes

x∗n+1 = (Rb−R(Ǎ + SD)x0) + (I −R(Ǎ + SD))(εx∗n)
x∗n+1 = Rb− x0 −RSDx0 −RSD(εx∗n)
x∗n+1 = Rb− x0 −RSD(x0 + εx∗n)
x∗n+1 = Rb− x0 −RSMnδ (37)

In the problems with deterministic right hand side, we have b = b̌, and (37) reduces to a
even simpler form

x∗n+1 = −RSMnδ (38)

A key point in the formulation (37) is that D(x0 + εx∗n) has been introduced as Mnδ
using the M matrix concept [31, 29] to handle the dependency problem in D(x0 + εx∗n).
M is an interval matrix with the dimensions (n ×m), and n = dimensions of the system.
It contains the components from (x0 + εx∗n), it will be update with each iteration. δ is an
constant interval vector with the dimensions of m, and the components are the uncertainties
αi of the modulus of elasticity of each element, i = 1, . . . , m. Every interval parameter αi

associated with element i occurs only once in δ. The following example shows how generally
Dx could be rewritten as Mδ. Suppose there are two interval parameters α1 and α2




α1 0 0 0
0 α1 0 0
0 0 α2 0
0 0 0 α2







x1

x2

x3

x4


 =




x1 0
x2 0
0 x3

0 x4




(
α1

α2

)
(39)

This treatment eliminates the multiple occurrences of αi in D, thus reduces the overesti-
mation due to dependency problem. If the condition (18) is satisfied after n iterations, the
enclosure x is given by

x = x∗n+1 + x0 (40)
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The obtained interval vector x contains two parts: x = [u λ]. The first part, u, is the
enclosure for the system’s displacement response.

In conventional deterministic FEM, element forces in global coordinate can be calculated
by

Fi = Kiui (41)

in which Ki, ui are element stiffness matrix and element nodal displacement in global coordi-
nate. The element forces in local coordinate can be obtained by premultiply a transformation
matrix Ti. In the interval FEM, however, following the same procedure to calculate element
force will bring in overestimation, making the bounds of the element forces unnecessarily
wide. The reason is that both Ki and ui are functions of the same interval parameter αi,
this multiple occurrences of αi should be eliminated. In the present IFEM formulation,
element forces are calculated from Lagrange multipliers. From (29), it follows

Ku = p− CT λ (42)

Because of its element-by-element structure, (42) produces the element forces directly (in
global coordinate). Instead of calculating the left hand side of (42), we will calculate its
right hand side to handle dependence problem. Suppose the enclosure x has been achieved
after n iterations, then λ can be obtained from x by a boolean matrix L, i.e.,

λ = Lx (43)

The interval load p can be rewritten as

p = Nb (44)

in which N is a boolean matrix for p. Substitute (37), (43) and (44) into p− CT λ

p− CT λ = p− CT L(x∗n+1 + x0)
p− CT λ = Nb− CT L(Rb−RSMnδ)
p− CT λ = (N − CT LR)b + CT LRSMnδ (45)

Equation (45) may be premultiplied by a transformation matrix T to get the element forces
in local coordinate, i.e.,

F = T (p− CT λ) = T (N − CT LR)b + TCT LRSMnδ (46)

In (46), the multiple occurrences of the interval load b and interval material parameter δ
has been minimized, and a very sharp results for element force response are obtained.

4. Examples

The present interval-based finite element method is illustrated by numerical solutions for
three problems with stiffness and load uncertainty.
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Table I. Solutions for displacements of two-bay truss

v2(m) v2(m) u4(m) u4(m) v4(m) v4(m)

Comb×10−5 −21.0342 −18.8416 3.7029 4.2043 −1.04833 −0.92828

Present×10−5 −21.0429 −18.822 3.6942 4.2075 −1.04886 −0.92657

Näıve×10−5 −22.7616 −17.1033 3.2221 4.6796 −1.16246 −0.81297

Present error 0.04% 0.10% 0.23% 0.08% 0.05% 0.18%

Näıve error 8.21% 9.23% 12.98% 11.30% 10.89% 12.42%

Table II. Solutions for axial forces of two-bay truss [compression(−)]

N2(kN) N2(kN) N4(kN) N4(kN) N4(kN) N4(kN)

Comb −8.3470 −7.4613 11.4479 12.7533 −14.2587 −12.7992

Present −8.3513 −7.4522 11.4390 12.7576 −14.2635 −12.7891

Näıve −9.691 −6.127 −10.336 34.542 −15.910 −11.164

Present error 0.05% 0.12% 0.08% 0.03% 0.03% 0.08%

Näıve error 16.10% 17.88% 190.29% 170.85% 11.58% 12.78%

 
 

[1 9 , 21 ] k N  

3  4  

7  

8  

9  

1 0  

1 1  

2  1  

6  4  

1  3  

5  

10  m  1 0  m  

2 0  m  

5  m  

 
 

 
Figure 3. Two-bay truss

The first example is a two-bay truss as shown in Fig. 3. The truss is subjected to a
concentrated load, applied at the middle lower joint. The variation in the loading is 10%
of the midpoint value, and the used interval value is [19, 21]kN. Each element has a cross-
sectional area Ai = 0.01 m2, and an uncertain modulus of elasticity Ei = [199, 201] GPa, i =
1, . . . , 11. The modulus of elasticity of each element are assumed to be varied independently.

The results for displacements and element forces are given in Table I and Table II,
respectively. The present approach captured the bounds of the system response with errors
within a range of 0.03% to 0.23%. However, the näıve IFEM overestimated the bounds of
displacements by a range of 8.21% to 12.98%, and the errors escalated to as big as 190% in
element force calculation.
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Table III. Solutions for displacements of two-bay two-floor frame

v4(m) v4(m) v9(m) v9(m) θ9(rad) θ9(rad)

Comb×10−6 −6.7640 −6.1548 −13.0697 −11.9207 5.6331 6.2691

Present×10−6 −6.7660 −6.1485 −13.0760 −11.9076 5.6219 6.2767

Näıve×10−6 −8.7042 −4.2104 −15.3237 −9.6599 3.7305 8.1681

Present error 0.03% 0.10% 0.05% 0.11% 0.20% 0.12%

Näıve error 28.68% 31.59% 17.25% 18.97% 33.78% 30.29%

Table IV. Solutions for axial forces (N), shear forces (V) and bending moment (M) of
column 1 in two-bay two-floor frame

N1(kN) N1(kN) V1(kN) V1(kN) M1(kN·m) M1(kN·m)

Comb −149.676 −137.3503 5.2608 5.8790 −14.1977 −12.5250

Present −149.721 −137.2694 5.2408 5.8941 −14.2345 −12.4775

Näıve −194.393 −93.097 −30.381 41.572 −83.892 57.047

Present error 0.03% 0.06% 0.38% 0.26% 0.26% 0.38%

Näıve error 29.88% 32.22% 677.50% 607.13% 490.89% 555.47%

Figure 4. Two-bay two-floor frame

The second example is a two-bay two-floor frame as shown in Fig. 4. The columns
have cross-sectional area Ai = 0.4m2, moment of inertia Ii = 0.036m4, interval modulus
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Figure 5. Large scale truss

Table V. Solutions for displacement (corner D) of twenty-bay truss

u(m) u(m) v(m) v(m)

Pownuk solution×10−5 7.54868 7.84538 -5.82393 -5.65726

Present solution×10−5 7.50621 7.88574 -5.84312 -5.63686

of elasticity Ei = [199, 201]GPa, i = 1, . . . , 6. The beams have cross-sectional area Ai =
0.6m2, moment of inertia Ii = 0.08m4, interval modulus of elasticity Ei = [199, 201]GPa,
i = 7, . . . , 10. The frame is loaded by uniform loads wi (i = 1, 2, 3, 4). Each load has 8% un-
certainty, and the following data were used: w1 = [24, 26]kN/m, w2 = [24, 26]kN/m, w3 =
[48, 52]kN/m, w4 = [48, 52] kN/m. All the uncertain quantities are varied independently.

The results for displacements of selected nodes are given in Table III. The shear force,
axial force and bending moment (at node 4) of column 1 is listed in Table IV. The present
algorithm leads to sharp bounds of the exact solution of displacements and element forces,
with errors within a range of 0.03% to 0.38%. Whereas, the näıve IFEM solution overesti-
mates the bounds of element forces by 30% to 677%, it could not even get the correct sign
for some terms.

To investigate problem size effect on the present formulation, a series of large-scale truss
problems were analyzed. The configuration of the structures is shown in Fig. 5. Each element
has 1% uncertain modulus of elasticity Ei = [2.0895, 2.1105]GPa, and 1% uncertain cross-
sectional area Ai = [0.0024875, 0.0025125]m2. Assume all interval parameters are varied
independently. Table V lists the displacement results for a 20 bay truss (648 interval
parameters). In this example the näıve method failed to converge and the combinatorial
method is computationally prohibitive due to the large number of interval parameters.
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Table VI. Truss problems with interval parameters

number of iteration iteration total computation variation in typical

interval parameters number time (sec) time (sec) displacement∗

246 5 0.172 1.04 2.24%

392 5 0.453 3.97 2.47%

648 6 1.484 15.05 2.67%

890 7 3.704 40.69 2.92%

1192 7 8.031 95.8 3.23%

1452 8 14.329 171.7 3.38%

1932 8 26.078 381.5 3.79%

∗defined as ratio of radius to midpoint value

(horizontal displacement at corner D of the truss)
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Figure 6. Computation time vs problem scale

Pownuk sensitivity analysis method [36] was used as an approximate solution to compare
our results with. However, this sensitivity approach is based on the monotonicity assumption
and does not provide a solution enclosure, but a good narrower estimate can be obtained
when uncertainty is small enough.

Table VI lists the problem size, required number of iterations, iteration CPU time and
total computational CPU time. The ratio of the radius of a typical displacement (the
horizontal displacement at corner D) to its midpoint value is also listed in Table VI.
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The computations were carried out on a PC with Intel Pentium4 2.4GHz CPU with 1GB
RAM. The calculations show that the sharpness of the results maintains the same level
despite of the increase of the problem size. Fig. 6 shows the relationship of problem size vs
iteration CPU time, and problem size vs total computational CPU time. It can be seen the
computational time does not increase exponentially with the increase of the problem size.
In the current stage, most computation time is spent on calculating the preconditioning
matrix R. It is important to note that system (29) is very sparse, and we expect a major
computation time reduction when the sparsity is fully exploited. This will be a future work.

5. Conclusion

In this paper a new interval finite element formulation is presented. Uncertain loads and
stiffness are introduced as interval numbers. The major difficulty associated with the IFEM
is the overestimation due to dependency effect: the computed range of the response is much
wider than the actual range. For engineering application, the physical nature of the problem
must be considered to control the overestimation. In the present approach an element-by-
element technique is used and the compatibility conditions are ensured by the Lagrange
multiplier method. The resulting linear interval equation is solved using the Brouwer’s fixed
point theory with Krawczyk’s operator and a newly developed overestimation control. The
numerical examples show the näıve interval FEM produces meaningless wide results. The
present approach, however, eliminates most sources of overestimation and a very sharp
enclosure for the system’s displacement and forces are obtained simultaneously and have
the same level of accuracy. The numerical examples also illustrated the present formulation’s
scalability.
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